LAST LETTERS TO HER SISTER, 1923-26     303
2 frankfort place,
rathmines,
1923.
dearest old darling,—Please take as said all
the excuses that lazy people make for not answering
letters. I think that it is a disease with me. Did I ever
thank you for the lovely bag ? It is a joy. And your
book and the book of plays ? I find your book very
difficult for my memory is so bad and I keep muddling
your symbolic words (I don't know if that conveys
anything to you) but you have a language that I do
not know and until I can learn to use it easily I know
that I shall not benefit much by the book. But it is
very thrilling trying to work it out and every sentence
that I read gives me something to think about. Per-
haps if we live ten years I shall be able to tell you
what I think of it. The tragedy of Christ's life to
me is far greater to-day than it was during the few
terrible last hours of suffering. For every church and
every sect is but an organisation of thoughtless and
well-meaning people trained in thought and con-
trolled by juntas of priests and clergy who are used to
doing all the things that Christ would most have
disliked. And yet I don't know how this can be
avoided, for without organisation Christ would be
quite forgotten, and all organisation seems in the end
to go the same road: and if it does not go in for
graft and power it just fizzles out. That is what is
wrong too with all public bodies and governments,
and what the world has got to think out is some scheme
by which power can be evenly distributed over every
person in the world and by which the foolish and
uneducated can no longer be grouped in unthinking
battalions dependent on the few pushers, self-seekers
and crooks and made slaves of and exploited.

